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mention of persons whom we conld equate •with, the " Bne
Aaron **. Regarding their identity the most divergent views
have been expressed. L. Ginzberg,1 also H. Maker 2 thought
that in this fragment Aaron b. Sarjado was Mar Aaron, the
father of the Bne Aaron. Whilst, however, Aaron b. Sarjado
was a very prominent and influential personality and Gaon
of Pumbadita 3 (943-960), this identification is precluded by
chronological circumstances of which Ginzberg could not
know at the time ; namelv that, as we have seen, the document
which presupposes the death of Mar Aaron was sent by
R. Saadya Gaon in the year 92S: whereas this Aaron lived
until 960.
J. Mann was especiallv zealous in his endeavours to identify
the " Bne Aaron ** on the basis of data furnished by further
Geniza material. This zeal, however, carried him too far;
for whenever he came across the name of " Aaron " or " Bne
Aaron ", for the most part such as flourished between 945
and 960 c.e., or whenever he found a prominent personality
of the same period mentioned, he thought he had struck
upon the trail of the Aaron family of our Saadya fragment.
This led to rather contradictory theories which did not advance
the cause.*
Now that it has been established that the Saadya letter,
in which the " Bne Aaron " are mentioned, was written in
928, all the conjectures connecting the " Bne Aaron " with
1 Gcanica, ii, p. 87.
 *	J2. Saadiet Gaon, p. 133 n.
 *	About him, v. Graetz, v, 4 ed., p.  293,   and H. Malter,  ibid., s.v.
He was one of the sharpest opponents of R. Saadya Gaon, and therefore
it would be very improbable to think of Ms sons, -who, by the -way, are
mentioned nowhere, though they would hare been helpful to the Egyptian
friends of B. Saadya. J. Mann Tms also other reasons for rejecting Ginzberg's
explanation.   Cf. REJ., 73 (1921), p. 109; JQ&., viii (1917-1S), p. 34.
 *	Cf. J. Mann, JQR*, viii (1917-18),  pp. 342 ff.,   346,  347,   " probably
identical with the  Bne Aaron, the influential grandees of Baghdad " ;
Geonic Studies, Hebrew Union College Jubilee Volume, Cincinnati, 1925,
p. 231 ;   cf. JQR., be (191S-19), p. 156 ;   Texts and Studies, p. 78.    In view
of the frequency of the name Aaron in Babylonian Jewry at this period
chronology is the sole determining factor.

